Wiring diagram 2003 gmc envoy xl

The function of the catalytic converter is to break down harmful pollutants that are created by
your vehicle during the combustion cycle and convert them into less harmful gases. Code P
indicates that the catalytic converter is not functioning efficiently, therefore increasing the
output of harmful pollutants by the vehicle. While P does not pose a danger to the driver, it can
cause driveability concerns such as a lack of power or poor acceleration if left unrepaired. It can
also cause severe damage to other components of your vehicle if not addressed in a timely
manner. It is recommended that you address P as soon as possible to keep the cost of the
repair to a minimum. Do not overlook other codes that are paired along with P If the catalytic
converter is replaced without repairing the misfire, the new catalytic converter will go bad again.
If these codes or any other codes are present, they should be addressed first. For error code P,
one or more of the below repairs may be needed to solve the underlying issue. For each
possible repair, the estimated cost of repair includes the cost of the relevant parts and the cost
of labor required to make the repair. Download The Savvy Motorist Report now to discover:.
Bank1, sensor 1 was replaced on the 7th of April. Electronic load detector was replaced about 2
weeks ago. I did the ELD myself a friend with a lift did the sensor. I went through a huge puddle
of water after that check engine light came on. We tested it and p code came up. What was the
problem the water shocked the cat and sent a signal? Need an opinion. Live in a cold climate
and noticed that when extremely cold that this code comes up. Is there need to worry? It has
come on and off. Have the infamous P Code. I want to know what kind of money iam looking at.
Can the converter be bad and not have any of the symptoms listed? Shannon, if you arent
getting the code yet, i strongly suggest adding cataclean or some kind of cleaner, CRC
guarantee too pass is good as well while you still can. I just did mine, 08 Malibu. Also keep in
mind that more states are going to California emissions which is quite pricey which is rather
inflated pricing and dealer only for emissions parts. Good morning sir, pls I want know more
about the fuel consumption in a particular vehicle what cant be the cause of that after putting all
the catalyst and oxygen sensor. Hi, I just got my Bank 2 catalytic converter replaced in April so I
would pass emissions and now my bank 1 catalytic converter is out? Is that possible? Should I
have changed all together if this was going to happen? I have a Nissan Maxima. I have a p code.
I just replaced the bank 1 catalytic converter and both O2 sensors and both Cam shaft position
sensors. I thought the problem was fixed but after performing along test drive, I am getting
hesitation when I try to accelerate from a dead stop and the code returned along with the check
engine light. Once it gets passed rpm and in second gear it accelerates like normal. This
hesitation only seems to be present after the engine warms up. Any ideas? I need some help. I
have a GMC Acadia. The engine light is on with a P code. Mass airflow sensor 2. Throttle body 3.
Can some one please give me some advice on what to do now. Please help! Based on the
instructions given here, you need to concentrate on that EVAP code before worrying about the
P code. It looks like it should be above the water pump and behind the accessory belt. I
changed the crankshaft sensor the catalyst system efficiency below threshold b1 show up the
engine light went off. Do I need to change catalyst converted to. I had a new catalytic converter
put in the automobile. I have taken it to the garage prior to purchasing the FIXD product. Garage
said that the test they ran says their is a short somewhere and that is what is causing the error
message. Converter is working fine according to mechanics. To find the short, they said that
they would have to test virtually every wire around the engine, and the labor to find the short
could cost hundreds of dollars. Interestingly, after I use the Fixd to diagnose the engine, it then
resets the engine light to off. Usually within a short time, or a few miles of driving, the check
engine light comes back on. And your recommendation is????? Hi Mike! How do we fix the
engine control module? I have replaced all the sensors and a new catalytic converter. I have a
Nissan Altima with code p Thank you for reaching out. Codes that start with P1 are
manufacturer specific. Could you please provide us with your year, make, and model and we
will look into it! Would you happen to know where I can put my multimeter to test the voltage? Is
it on the o2 sensor or the connector? Hi Enrique! You connect the red probe to the signal wire,
and the black probe to a ground. Manifold leak fixed but light keeps turning on. Light stays off
sometimes weeks, sometimes less sometimes more. Try a local muffler shop. Mine had generic
universal? I have a PT Cruiser getting this error. It has only one oxygen sensor an it is upstream
of the converter. I reset them with my FIXD, the lights go away but they appear after less than
miles. I noticed also when I turn teh ignition key on without starting the car, there is a hissing
and clicking sound coming from behind the brake reservoir. How do all these problems
combine to give this P? Hello Emilio! We are sorry about the troubles you are having with your
vehicle. Our team did some more research and found that if your catalytic converter is severely
clogged, it could restrict the exhaust which would impact the calculation of engine load, thus
causing the VSC and Trac Off systems to stop working. Please let us know if this helps! I
replaced the engine in my 95 Ford Mustang. With the higher compression from the engine

pushing out old carbon build up, I received this fault code.. I had to reset the computer 4 times..
Check to make sure that the readings with your multimeter are correct. This will verify that your
catalytic converter is functioning properly. If this does not fix the issue, contact our Mechanic
Hotline to gain more insight! I recently purchased a used Saturn Vue and my check engine light
is on and showing code P catalystic system failure because of an exhaust leak, where would I
find my exhaust and what am I looking for? I am a young female and know nothing about cars.
You will have to reference your car specific service manual to locate your exhaust and other car
parts located under the hood. I just replaced both 02 sensors in Yukon XL car seem like it was
fixed then it shutoff same issue persists what else could it be? The catalytic converter is only
one of the things that could be problematic in trouble code P Please do not overlook other tests
and possible errors that it could be! My check engine light solid and cruise control blinking. The
engine light and cruise control lights went out. Today a week later, the lights are back on. I have
a Suzuki SX4 with a code P and I am trying to figure out which one to change can you help me
please. Alguma dica. I put my Bank 1 Sensor 1 O2 sensor on yesterday and today engine light
came back on and I did a reading and it say P catalyst system efficiency below threshold bank
1. Can anyone tell me what it could be. Would a modified exhaust system cause a P Code? This
is for a Subaru Impreza 2. The reason I ask this question is because with this type of Exhaust
System, I am getting that code P All brand new parts, all installed at the same time, all with new
gaskets, and with the bolts torqued to spec. The O2 sensors were also installed at the same
time. It is a direct bolt on replacement piping, specifically designed to replace the catalytic
converter. So is that the reason why I am getting that code? The only other thing I can think of
is the wiring because of the year and age. The computer sees this as a failed cat and sets a P
code. What the computer wants to see is an almost steady signal of around 0. Good luck. I need
to measure the voltage reading of the downstream O2 sensor. Hey Jeffry! The check engine
light typically means there is something wrong with your vehicle, while the service light can
simply mean it is time to have your car serviced i. Would you recommend trying a catalytic
converter fuel and exhaust system cleaner to address a P fault? Bad O2 sensor? A weak spark
plug? I have a VW Jetta 2. The code is P I did a temp reading at Cat Converter. There are no
other codes attached. Any Idea? For this code p if I wanna fix it, by priority, which one should
we fix and replace: oxygen sensor or whole cat? I have a 08 Chevy Silverado v8 I have 4 O2
sensors which one would be Bank 1 if someone could help me out with this question be much
appreciated. Bank 1 is drivers side. Upstream is before the catalytic converter. Downstream is
after the catalytic converter. Bank 2 is passenger side. Would not replacing the downstream
cause this? This is especially true if it happens most often after driving in the rain. Moisture can
get into the distributor or the coil pack and cause an erratic spark or signal. Check those! Loose
exhaust connections can be tricky to find, but at idle often sound like a chick- chick- chicksound. Wow that is great. I had a P P P all mis fire. Then driving in rain threw P So just what you
said. So what is it just coil pack? I just bought new plugs and coils. So what is it? Have P and
the car with skid marks warning. I just took my SUV out of shop to get rebuilt transmission.
Could these warnings have anything to do with rebuilt transmission? At the dealership they
verified the issue. However I got that converter replaced last October at a garage in my town. I
cleared the check engine light and 3 days later it came back on. Guess I have to take it back to
the garage where I had it worked on last year. FYI, never had an error code before until I added a
fuel treatment from Lucas. The engine ran fine, no problems until the engine light came on
sometime after adding the treatment. The fuel treatment has not made any of my other cars
engine lights come on, just my GMC Sierra Many times this deposit will burn off and not be a
problem afterwards. My Chevy Avalanche is throwing both P and P With the advanced
troubleshooting on the FIXD it is telling me that the evap system is failing. I have replaced the
vent valve and the purge valve and the gas cap. What should I look at next? It has now come
back on with the same p code. I did not replace the a-f sensor where is it located and what are
my options? I had the P code pop up a while ago. A few days ago I changed the bank 1 catalytic
converter. When I turned the car on and ran a scan the P code along with 5 out of 6 cylinders
showing a misfire. I also saw the sensor needed calibration, which I did. Has your AC has been
recharged in the last 24 hours? Is so you may get one P on the next startup. The gas is heavier
than air, gets sucked into the intake manifold.. Reset the MIL and the problem will not recur. I
have a subaru forester non turbo that has a CEL for P bank 1. Is it possible that the downstream
sensor is at fault? Can a P bank 1 be caused by the downstream 02 sensor bank 2 , or is it only
for upstream bank 1? Yes No While most of these situations apply to any good remote car
starter, we specifically discuss the causes and solutions for the Compustar brand. Mobile edge
is proud to offer Compustar at our facility in Lehighton, PA. Browse Compustar remote car
starters here. The back of the Compustar remote control shows you how to get your vehicle out
of valet mode. Click the photo for a larger image. Symptoms : Lock and Unlock buttons work as

normal, but pressing Start does not produce any response from the vehicle. Causes : Someone
accidentally pressed the combination of buttons to put the car into valet mode, usually when
the remote is in a purse or pocket. Also, many remote car starters will revert to valet mode when
the vehicle is disconnected for service. Any good remote car starter should have some form of
valet mode. The remote car starter can be put into this mode to prevent the vehicle from starting
remotely while allowing keyless entry and certain other functions to work. You would do this
when having service done to your vehicle. When you press these buttons, the parking lights
should flash two times. Press the Start button, and your car should be warm and toasty! Many
times, customers will accidentally bump this switch during day-to-day driving, causing the
remote starter to go into valet mode. This is what a properly installed hood pin looks like. The
location of the hood pin can vary from vehicle to vehicle. Note that, in some cases, a tilt switch
is used in lieu of a hood pin. Symptoms: Pressing Start results in several flashes of the parking
lights but no start. If equipped, Lock and Unlock still function. Any remote starter must have a
method of preventing the vehicle from starting when the hood is open. Without this, a mechanic
could be seriously injured if the vehicle was remotely started while they were working on it. In
most cases, this is accomplished by a hood pin switch or a hood tilt switch. Either of these
devices will tell the car starter when the hood is open. These devices can fail over time or be
broken if a mechanic leans on them accidentally. Replacing the hood switch is a simple matter
and can be done at most mobile electronics stores. Symptoms: Pressing any button on the
remote results in no response from vehicle. Cause: It is rare, but does happen â€” in most
cases, this is caused by a dead battery in the vehicle or the battery having been disconnected
when being serviced. Remote starters usually have some type of non-volatile memory to retain
things like programming features and remote control codes. When this happens, simply call the
store that installed it for you. In some cases, they may be able to tell you how to reprogram it
over the phone. Other times, you will have to return to the store for a technician to program it. In
any case, this is rare with higher-end remote starters. Causes: A combination of buttons were
accidentally pressed, which put the remote in second-car mode. Again, this is very rare, but
happens from time to time. Many remote car starter remote controls have the ability to start two
vehicles. If the remote is accidentally placed into second-car mode, it will not start or operate
vehicle 1. There are a lot of myths surrounding remote car starters. Most are simply untrue. If
you get a quality remote car starter installed by a professional installer, you will minimize your
odds of having problems. We do not have the resources to provide technical support for
starters not installed at Mobile Edge. Thank you for your understanding. It is filled with over 25
pages of great advice to ensure that your buying experience is a great one! Founder of Mobile
Edge, technology geek, author, ethical businessperson, avid landscaper, CrossFit enthusiast,
master of 3 very cool cats, and very happily married. Hi Mitch, You gave allot of very valuable
information on remote starters and would like to ask you a question. The other day I put the key
in the ignition and put it in accessory mode and hit the start button on the remote and the car
started. I might add that the car needs a starter because when I try and start it sometimes I only
get a click when using the ignition switch. It would do the same with the remote until recently. Is
there something I might have done to make the remote only start or try to start in accessory
mode only? My Best, John. If you are having problems with the vehicle when trying to start it
with the key, the first thing that I would do is to correct that issue. There is a good possibility
that this will correct your issue with the remote starter also. How do I find out what brand my
auto start is? Its on a Chrysler c if that helps it unlocks doors locks and trunk but a click noise
comes from under dash.. I hit start and it clicks six times and no start? It should tell you on the
brain what brand it is. Had same issue with remote starter only going into ACC. Located burnt
30 fuse at remote starter which supplies current to the starter. Replaced fuse and everything
works. Also had a 30 amp fuse under dash at remote starter blown. Thanks for your post, it
helped me solve my remote start issue. This will make positive connection and protect the
electrical integrity of the terminals. Regards Katherine R McCall. I changed the battery in my car
and now the remote wont work I tried the trunk and lock buttons the blue light is not on at the
antana can somebody give me some advice. I bought this truck and they never gave me a
remote can I get one or take the box out so I can start. Can I just unhook it cause it went bad
and I have no remote and now my car will not start. Please help. I have a similar issue as you,
my remote starter was functioning just fine until one day I was trying to do the thing where you
start with the key and then remove it while the vehicle keeps running. After messing with it for a
while I figured out that to make the car start I have to manually switch on the running lights and
then press the start button on the remote; at which point the engine will turn over and operate
normally, then I turn off the running lights manually and the car runs for the predetermined time.
It kind of sucks because its not ideal but at least I can have my car running with the keys in it.
Additional information the lock unlock features work normally and the lights flash, however

while the car is running under remote start the running lights do not stay on. I looked at the
literature for my remote starter and they said one of the security features is that people used to
smash out the tail lights and short out the broken light to defeat the system. If I had to guess
you have a vehicle that has a transponder key. When they disconnected the battery it is
possible that the transponder bypass that was installed lost programmingâ€¦ While this is not
necessarily supposed to happen, it sometimes does. Your dealer should be able to reprogram
this very easily. You will need to take the vehicle back to the dealer that installed it. They may or
may not charge for this service. One other possibility is that your mechanic battery replacement
severed the wire that senses the tach signalâ€¦ Why not likely, it is a possibility. I have a remote
starter on my car, that my boyfriend bought online, and then took it to an installer for the
installation. It worked fine for a year, and now this happensâ€¦â€¦any suggestions as to taking it
to the installer because the remote starter may need to be adjusted or taking it to a car repair
shop because the actual starter on the car is not working?? I did ask the dealership about it
when getting an oil change, and they stated I would need to go to the installer, but I have a
feeling the installer may tell me to take it to the dealer. I would contact the dealer who installed it
and discuss it with them. It is really difficult to give you any kind of diagnosis without actually
taking a look at it. If the car is starting fine with the key then I would tend to look towards the
remote starter, but that is not a certainty. On another note, take a minute and read this post I did
a few years agoâ€¦. And you get stuck in the middle.. I have a Compustar 2 way remote starter in
my Matrix, just installed in April When I press the button to lock the doors I get 3 beeps and the
display shows me my hood is open. When I try to remote start the display agan tells me the
hood is open and nothing happens. One the surface, it sounds like you have a defective or
mis-aligned hood pin. I would highly recommend that you take the vehicle back to the installer
and let them check it out. They should be able to solve this issue for you. My remote car starter
stopped working. When I hit buttons on remote my hazard lights flash 1 or 2 times, but car will
not start. Any ideas why this is happening and what I can do to correct it? Hey Mitch I recently
bought a used truck last week that had valet remote start on it. I was playing around with the
remote and I discovered a valet pamphlet in the papers I was throwing out. The truck will start
and then cut off within the second and the security light will come on and the cluster gauges
will just freeze and the lights would remain on as if the truck is running. Any suggestions? Once
again, very difficult to diagnose like this, but I would guess that the transponder bypass has lost
programming.. This would be an explanation for why the truck starts and then stops right away.
I would contact the manufacturer and see if they can help or refer you to a local dealer for
assistance. I just had the battery replaced in the car, and now the remote does not start the car.
The parking lights come on for two seconds, then turn off, then flash for three times slowly. Car
does not start. Before the parking lights came on, then go off while starting, then come back on
when car starts. My guess is that you have some type of transponder bypass included with your
remote starter installation. These devices typically need to be programmed to your car.
Occasionally, losing power or replacing a battery may result in the device losing programming. I
would go back to the shop that installed it and asked them to take a look. I looked around the
web at different blogs, and found a similar problem. What I had done while changing the battery,
was leave the key in the On position. I removed the ground wire for 30 seconds, and
reconnected with the key out of the ignition, and everything is back to normal. My guess was
wrong in this case, but at least I was right about it being an easy fix! Glad it worked out for you!
I noticed that once I pushed the autostart button my park lights did not come and the LED light
in the car which controls the autostart was on as a steady light as opposed to flashing. I did
research on the web and figured out if I turned the ignition switch from off to the run postion a
few times I could get the LED light to flash again but autostart still does not work. Do you know
what would cause this problem. It is winter and really cold where I live and not happy about
going outside in the cold to start my truck. Elizabeth, We do not offer that brand so I would not
know the specifics of how to program it. I would either contact the dealer who installed it or the
manufacturer directly. It does sound to me that the remote has lost programming so I think you
are on the right track! Hi Mitch. Will I need to just have this old one taken out and a new one
installed? Looking forward to a response. Pauline, I really wish I could helpâ€¦. Without knowing
the brand, there is little that I can do. Let me know what city you are near and perhaps I know
someone in your area that can help. Thanks Mike. I live in Ravena, NY if you happen to know of
anyone who may be able to help. Thank you. I appreciate any assistance you can give. I wish I
could help, but I do not personally know any dealers in your area that I can vouch for. Sorry
about that. Its Astrostart 2 way. Hello I have a Ford Five Hundred and a dealership installed
remote control for my car. The remote worked fine until last winter when travelling to London. I
have a remote with a single press button key diagram and no other buttons on this remote.
When I try to start the car, it beeps once which after a few seconds should start but then it

beeps again 4 times and done. Nothing happens. Can you help me out or do I have to go to the
dealership to fix this problem. Will be looking forward to your reply! My educated guess is that
perhaps your battery in your vehicle died for an extended period of time while in London? I
could be way off on this oneâ€¦ Unfortunately, I have to recommend that you re-visit you dealer
with this issue. Always go to the original installer if possible with issues. Always wanted to see
Londonâ€¦â€¦â€¦. Good luck. Thanks Mike! I will go to the dealer and see what they say and will
let you know; just for the heck of the matter. And London is pretty nice!!! Hi, i lost my remote
control for my car for the starter, so there is anyway can I get anew remote without changing my
system that I have already in my car. You should be able to get a replacement remote from the
dealer that installed it or in some cases directly from the manufacturer. Car itself starts fine with
key. My guess would be that it is a Passlock issue on that vehicle.. Probably just needs
reprogrammingâ€¦ Take it back to where you bought it and they should be able to do that for
you. As far as switching it to the Coloradoâ€¦ Very likely it is possibleâ€¦ If you do, insist on a
new harness kitâ€¦ It will cost extra, but it is the right way to do it. I have a remote start on a
Saturn Ion not red line. The car will start with the key if i wait 10 to 15 minutes. It was a present
install by a large retailer that is now out of business. Any help would be greatly appreciated.
There is an issue with the Passlock bypass module. It likely has lost programming. You should
contact the starter manufacturer or the bypass manufacturer to determine the proper
programming procedure. My starter remote only has one button. Any idea what the code for 4
beeps is? I would suspect that it is a tach or transponder issue. You should check with the shop
that installed it. I have a mazda protege, manual transmission, basic with no power locks, with
an Autostart remote starter. Today it decided not to start for me, nor did the rear lights on the
car come on as they normally do before it starts, etc. When I tried to set it again tonight, it set
just fine. Any ideas? Sounds like your unit is in valet mode. I would check the manual or contact
your installer. Probably nothing major. I watched the video on taking it out of valet mode. I just
get lights flashing she wont start. Hi The little box on the windshield has a little green light that
use to blind, it stopped blinding and is now red. Any idea what could be wrong. Hard to say for
sure, but it might be something as simple as the remote starter being in valet mode. Check with
your installer and they should be able to get it taken care of. Hi, I got a compustar 2 way remote
start. I dont know what the problem is. You may have a bad transmitter or antenna. Please go to
the shop where you had it installed and they should be able to diagnose it for you. I have an
aftermarket remote in my Ford Explorer sport trac xlt. I do not know the type as this is a second
hand vehicle i just purchased. My problem is my remote will not unlock my doors. It will do
everything else but not unlock my doors. Any ideas. If that is the case, I would check any wiring
that is associated with the power door locks and the remote starter and make sure that there is
not a loose, bad or shorted connection. THe tech whoever that was hooked up the door lock
relay to the wrong wire. Was rewired and works like a charm now. Thanks for the help. I hopee
you can Help me whit so little info. I have replaced my remotes batteries but still need to be very
close to remite start it. Are there batteries on the responder in the car that need to be replaced
also? Usually no batteries in the receiver, but the receiver could be partially unplugged or out of
alignmentâ€¦. VERY tough call.. Bought a Honda CRV. Dealer added a Vioer When they added
the Viper, they disabled the factory key fob remotes for the doors. I would consult with the
dealer and find out why. I haves 95 geo prizm and hooked up a compustar remote starterto it I
had a problem with the battery and had to reset it my self. I got it starting fine now with the
remote but now I can not unlock or lock the doors With the remote anymore â€¦ Any ides? Very
odd. Tough to say. Mitch, I have 98 Silverado with a Valet R that was installed in It worked
flawlessly until about a year and a half ago. It does act like it tries too and by that I mean that it
will act like it has a dead battery in the truck. You know, the old eruuun, eruun click. However, if
I go out and use the key it starts the first and every time. I have replaced the battery in the
remote unit and the truck as well. Same problem. If the temperature warms up however it always
starts like it always did. Have you ever heard of this before? Thanks in advance. Bruce, you also
have a strange one going on! A couple of thoughts. Possibly it needs to have the tach single
reprogrammed to crank slightly longer. However you said that it is like the dead battery
scenarioâ€¦. Worth a shot. Gm vehicles are notorious for issues with the ignition switch and
wiring. Double check all of your wiring and connections. Could just be a loose ground or power
connection from the remote starter to the ignition harness. Cold weather would put more of a
demand on the ignition circuit. Bruce were you able to determine the problem for this? I had a
remote starter installed and it worked fine for a couple of weeks and then all of a sudden it was
misfiring while starting and now it does not start at all, but will turn the battery and lights on. Is
my battery being drained by the remote starter? There are so many myths out there and I just
want to know if it is affecting my car in any way. Paige, what you really need to do it to go back
to the store that installed it. Sounds like there is definitely a problem and the shop that installed

it should take the time to diagnose it. I have no book or info about the astero that was installed
with this vechile or who installed it. Any info would be greatly appreciated, as I have never had
autp start before. Linda, You would need to determine what brand and model remote starter you
haveâ€¦ you may be able to tell this by looking at the remote. Hi Mitch, I have Pontica G6 When I
try to start it with remote then tail lights flashs and turns off , Engines tries to start but it
doesnot I can hear sound from engine. I have checked the gas cap is tight, Check engine light is
off, it still have engine oil for next miles Battery in the remote is good as i am able to lock and
unlock the car from good distance. When i showd it to the dealer he asked me to taken a
appointment. If this is a simple issue that I can resolve by my self then i dont want to take an
appointment. Can you please give your expert advise. To me this issue sounds like a
transponder Passlock issue. I would have your installer reprogram it. I have a compustar 2 way
remote and it works awesome! Never had a problem but just last week it started beeping once
about every minute. Nothing shows up on the display and everything works fine but just a bit
annoying thanks! I am not sure what this could beâ€¦ Perhaps change the battery in the remote?
Short of that, I think that you should contact Compustar directly. When I press the auto start
button, the car turn on the panel in 2 sec. Andres, It sounds to me that the remote starter was
put into diesel mode. Take it to your nearest Compustar dealer and they should be able to get it
out of diesel mode for you. Any suggestions?? Mindy, that could be any number of things. I
would definitely take that back to whoever installed it and have them troubleshoot it. The
possibility does exist that it is not a remote starter issue and is a problem with your vehicle. I
have an autostart remote starter and my remote stopped working last saturday, no lights, no
reaction whatsoever. Car looked like it reacted to the switch, remote worked for the day. Fiddle
with the switch tonight, starts working againâ€¦. My local remote place was busy so the guy
took a quick look and told me it probably was my remote that was on the fritz, but I doubt that
now that I can make it work by tinkering with the switch. My first thought is to replace the
batteries in the remoteâ€¦. After that, you would really want to have someone take a look at it.
Hello, I am currently in afghanistan and while being gine i left my powerstoke with my father.
Yesterday he was messing with it after he parked the truck for the day and today he went to
start the truck and it wont start with the key fob or the key. The truck will crank but no start. Just
yesterday before he was trying to figure the remote out the truck was fine. Any help will be
greatly appreciated as I will be home and just a few weeks and need to have it on the road.
Thank You. My guess is that if he lets it sit for a while hour? Not too sure of what he could have
done, but it sounds like the transponder has locked out. Usually waiting a period of time will
solve this issue.. I hope this helps youâ€¦ And thanks for your service to our country! Much
appreciated. Today, while out at a winery, the system bit the dust. When I returned to the truck,
the remote would not work at all. When I tried to start the truck, it would not turn over or attempt
to start. The remote flashes but the truck does not acknowledge. It is not a battery problem.
AAA came out and tested the battery and the battery is fine. AAA did find that the positive
battery terminal was loose and he tightened it down. Just to add on, the issue has been
diagnosed as a blown fusible link with the ignition, electronic brake and radiator fan fuses. The
mechanic has not been able to recreate the problem. Could the remote start have done this?
Verify the main power and groundâ€¦ Make sure there are no wires rubbed rawâ€¦ Shorted wires
or a poor ground could create issues like you describe. Since having Autostart remote starter
installed the battery on the car has been going dead intermittently. Where does one go from
here? No one wants to take responsibility or can accurately diagnose the problem. What I can
tell you is this: Your installer OR the dealer should be able to do a simple current draw test with
the remote starter hooked up and then with it disconnected. If you have been back to the
installer several times, ask them to provide you with the results of the current draw tests. Not
sure how a couple of these comments slipped past me. You issue sound like it could be
something as simple as a blown fuseâ€¦ It is also possible that the remote control has lost
programming.. It likely is a simple fix. Probably a simple fix. Yesterday my friends and I were at
the lake I pushed the lock button and asked one of them to check if it was locked they said
know after the door had opened really confused i pushed it again nothing he then said just lock
it from the inside i did while walking there i told him about the shady figure acroos from us in
his car looking at our car he said to think nothing of it after words we went to dairy queem for
some food and my car door locked with the switch againâ€¦, so i brought up the shady guy
again and said is there a device for stoping cars from locking? Yesterday I was at walmart and
my remote start control stoped working i changed out the battery on it but it would not turn on.
So i just unlocked the vehicle and the alarm went off i try to start it but it would turn on and the
just shut off. So i had to leave the vehicle there. Helpp i dont know whats wrong!! I have a cool
start remote starter and just changed the battery in the remotes. They started the car remotely
right after i changed the battery, but now the remote starter is no longer starting the car. It can

open and close the doors still tho. Can you help diagnose the problem? Might be in valet mode.
Give your installer or the manufacturer a call and see what the procedure is to put it in or out of
Valet mode. Now that is cold again I decided to look into it. We couldnt get any lights blinking to
tell us what was going on. I followed your guide and found it was in valet mode. It took a couple
tries to get it to indicate it was out, but now the system is working fine the car is starting by
remote and it is due to your trouble shotting guide, which saved me from having to pay to have
it looked at.. Thanks for the guide, most useful tool you put together to help out folks! My
compustar S remote start turns over 3 times than stops. I have to press the remote start button
once than vehicle starts this happens on the first start of the day and when its cold out. When
using key car starts no problem. My guess is that this is a transponder related issue. Take the
vehicle back to where it was purchased and installed. If it is a transponder issue, it is likely an
easy fix. My remote starter started my car today, within a few minutes-after I pressed the unlock
button to get in- the car just stopped running. What now? It might have to do with the factory
security or transponderâ€¦ Leaning toward the secuirty. I would call your installer. Not likely a
big issue to fix. Battery had recently died, boosted vehicle runs. The remote was in both Valet
and Passive mode when all came back on. I took it out of both modes. Now the vehicle will start
but after mins i have times it When pressing start it acknowledges with the one beep and the
dome light comes on, then minutes later the engine will start and the notification beeps come in.
I am wondering if the remote needs re-programming or there is a different issue. Could be some
type of diesel mode, but minutes is quite long. I would take it to the shop that installed it and
have them diagnose it. Likely is nothing major. I have a Sonata with I believe a stock car starter.
I start the car with the remote and the vehicle starts no problem, however there is no power to
anything inside the vehicle. All that starting the car does is warm the engine. The blower fan,
radio, lights etc do not turn on or anything. This defeats the purpose of having a car starter
when you have to brave the elements to literally put the key in the ignition and turn it to power
on everything needed. Any help is good help. Jon, we are not able to offer any advice on factory
installed units. I would recommend that you visit the local Hyundai dealer for assistance. If it is
aftermarket, it is likely that the accessory circuit is not tied in properly. I am not sure what
buttons I should be pushing to remote start the car. So far I can only get click sounds from the
car. What buttons on the key fob should I hit to remote start the car? Or what needs to be done
on my car to make the remote start work? Hello just want to see if you could tell me why my
remote does start the car well actually when I hit the starter the lights come on but will not try to
start it could you tell me what maybe wrong thank you very much all i did was change the
alternator. It could be any number of things. Since you did work under the hood, the first thing tI
would check is to make sure that the tach sense wire is still connected. It could also be a
bypass programming issue. In either case, I would have your installer take a look at it. Likely not
a big issue. Hi Mitch, i have a dodge ram truck with a compustar cm Hard to diagnose without
seeing it but I would start by checking the tach sensing wire. It usually runs through the firewall.
May have inadvertently cut a wire. Four buttons on the remote lock,unlock,start and trunk. A few
days ago the remote start stopped working. If you pushed the button a few times it would finally
activate to start and the same with the door locks you would hit the button like ten times then it
would work. Now nothing works. This has worked for over two years so weird that it quit all of a
sudden. There is nothing new I the car no service lights or anything. I have a Dodge Avenger
with remote start. I get one horn blast and then nothing. Make sure the starter has constant
power and not switched power. Also check to your tach settings and crank time if applicable.
Depending on the install type and product will determine which feature is best suited. Check
your crank time. When an engine is warm it starts a little quicker and requires less crank time
then when the engine is cold. It could be cranking for not quite long enough before it starts
which would cause it to shit the engine is cooling after a period of time needing an extra
second. You need to determine the model starter you have and find an install or user guide for it
online. In the troubleshooting section you should see a problem that corresponds with the
amount of flashes. The starter is mounted under your dash and it should have a name or model
on it. Check to be sure your hood pin is in working order if equipped. I have a nissan Maxima.
When I try the remote is does not work. The lights flash like they suppose to do but nothing
happens. All I can say it just stopped working for some reason. What could be the problem and
how can I fix it. There is no way for me to diagnose you issue with the information provided.
Your best bet is take it back to your installer and have them take a look at it. We are stuck. We
have this exact Compustar remote which came installed in our ford fusion. We have been using
it for 3 years now. The remotes both have stopped. The doors will lock and unlock using the
remotes, but the car tail lights or horn does not beep when we activate the door lock button. The
trunk will not open using the remote, and the car will not auto start. The lights on the car do not
go on or flash or blink we when press the auto start button. The blue lights on the remote do

flicker when we hit door open, door lock, trunk and start. I have done the valet reset on each
remote, trying it several times with no luck. The anti theft light on the dash in the car is no
longer blinking. We found the box under the dashboard, with wires going up, but we cannot find
a button on it to move or reset. The hood pin we cannot find. We unhooked the battery cable,
and it did not resolve, and I tried resetting valet again. Still, no car lights or horn honk when we
try anything. Everything was working perfectly last week. We have not had any service done on
the car. There is a compustar receiver fastened inside the windshield behind the rear view
window. I dont know if there is suppose to be a power light on that? Or if that might need a
battery? The remote batteries should be ok, as they do flicker blue. Could the wires on the box
under the dashboard, been moved, pulled out or disrupted? Could you explain better where this
switch on that Box under dash is located to find? Colette, First of all, sorry for the delay. I
somehow missed this when responding to comments. It sounds like you have pretty well
covered your bases. I would definitely take it to an authorized Compustar dealer for diagnosis. I
wish I had a better answer. Symptoms: Pressing ANY button on the remote results in no
response from vehicle, only red lights on remote. I have a Ford F Hope this helps. The remote
light flickers blue in response, but when I push the bottom autostart, the remote flickers but the
car does not respond, the tail lights do not blink like they used to when we activated the remote.
Thats why I am wondering if something in the car got unhooked, or has a battery problem. The
car starts just fine with the key. Also, when I use the remote to lock or unlock the dorrs, it does
do that on the car, but no tail lights flash in response, and horn does not honk once, like it used
to. Colette, Honestly, it seems like it is in Valet mode. Be sure that you are pressing the Lock
and Trunk buttons at precisely the same time and only for a half a second. Other thank that, it
would need to be looked at. If it was purchased elsewhere, we would still be able to help but
there would be a fee for our time. I hope this helps. It now will start the car using the remote and
all the lights blink on the car as they are suppose to, and the horn chirps once when I hit lock.
Thank you for making these posts available, and for actually responding to people questions in
such a timely manner. Viper Model, 4X06, Start by remote gives running lights but does not turn
over engine. With key engine turns on no problem. Kill switch works like it should. No fuses
blown. We are THAT good! The guy that made my new key will not return my calls or texts. Have
a Chevrolet Silverado with a nustart installed in it, worked fine up until last week lock and
unlock buttons work but when i press the start button no lights flash but its like its turning the
key on and off on and off because i can hear the blower motor come on and go off it will do
these a couple times and then it locks the doors and nothing? You should take it back to your
installer and have them check it outâ€¦ That is a tough one to diagnose without seeing it.. Mitch:
I bought a used Saturn Ion a couple of years ago with a remote start installed. When I purchased
the car, the remote start worked perfectly not sure when it was originally installed. Last winter, it
stopped working and I have not been able to get it to work since. Because the Saturn Ion has so
many problems starting in the winter I would love to have it working again. Pressing the star
yellow button twice within 3 seconds used to start the car, but does not anymore. I agree that it
sounds like it is a valet mode issue. Unfortunately, this is not a brand that we offer. I believe
Valet remote car starters are made by Directed Electronics. I would try to contact them about
this situation. It likely is a simple fix for someone who is familiar with that brand. I have a Honda
Civic. I had a remote strater installed last year and it has been working trouble free until 3 days
ago during our degree winter. I think I pressed the wrong button by mistake when I tried to start
it at that time. I tried your wayâ€¦and low and behold! It started. I only tried starting it the
onceâ€¦. Hello Mitch, I was hoping you could help me as I have been calling the dealer, leaving
several messages over the last month and have had no return call. Lately the car will start
remotely then the engine cuts out within seconds. The dash lights, radio and heater stay on like
the key was in the dash but the car does not stay running. The red alarm light does appear to be
functioning appropriately. Thank you, Patty. It really is something that you will need to have
someone take a look at. If I am correct it is nothing major, but does require a professional to
service. Good luck! Last month my battery died for reasons unknown, took a charge and has
held it for a month, however the remote start has not worked since the battery was
disconnected. Sounds like your remotes need reprogramming.. It is possible that the
manufacturer would be able to walk you through the reprogramming procedure. Give them a
call and see what they can tell you. Hi there I have a compustar ss 2 way car starter. Lately I
tried to auto start my car with remote and it keeps giving me an error 01 on the display. It also
shows on my remote that the engine is running. Can anyone help me out? Mitch is right, i was
having the same problem but the trick is to only hit the lock and trunk buttons for half a
second,i kept holding them and got no resultsâ€¦. Thanks Mitch. I have a remote starter , was
working fine and then one day everything just stopped working. I have replaced the batteries in
both remotes still nothing. Perhaps something as simple as the remotes losing programmingâ€¦

Contact your installer and set up an appointment to have it looked at. I just got a jeep liberty
with remote start, It worked fine for the first couple of days. After almost a week it starts and
shuts off immediately and then starts again and shuts off. The check engine light came on
about the same time that stopped working right. Sorry I am late in responding.. Could be
transponder related. Also could be programming.. Does sound starter related based on the info
you provided. Again, sorry for the delay. Let me know how you made out. Be sure that it is in
the on position. I know that is pretty basic info, but you would be amazed how many people
forget that this switch exists! I have a Acura tsx and I had a remote starter put on by a proffenial
about A year ago and just two days ago I try to start the car but there is nothing happening
Whatsoever there is no electricity in da while car but jut the hazard ligth turns on At first I
though it mitgh be the battery but I brought it to auto zone And they told me that its fully charge
,, and my car still completely death please help me what can I do?????? You need professional
help. I would take the vehicle to a specialist in remote starters and have them rule out the
remote starter as the problem. It is possible that the starter is causing the problem, but it is just
as likely that it is not. Good Luck! I have a Regal- starter works fine â€” but cannot unlock my
floor shift. Any suggestions â€” the model is AstroStart. I recently bought a vehicle that has
remote start function. However I must have hit a button by accident and now they car will only
start with the remote and not manually. The previous owner does not know how to disable this
function. Bob, I do not have any ideas for you on this one. My best guess is that this is not
related to your remote car starter. I have an 09 Malibu, remote start will make lights flash and
start engine but immediatly dies! To start the process over the battery has to be unhooked then
it will make lights flash and start then die! Most definitely it is a Passlock bypass related issue.. I
would stop using the remote starter until you can get this to a professional for service. I have a
Clifford Arrow 5 alarm with compustar starter. Lately when I try to start it the lights flash and a
click can be heard but nothing happens. The blue LED flashes 10 times. Even after a few tries.
However, if I try it later during the day it can start up without any problem. We do not sell
Clifford alarms. However if the issue is with the Compustar remote starter, we should be able to
solve the issue if you would bring it in to our facility. Any idea how I can resolve this issue? My
remote alarm starter stopped working over night? I notice the LED light mounted on the
windshield is no longer lit up? I can only unlock the door manually and as soon as I open the
door, the alarm goes off until I put the key in the ignition and start the car? Your suggestion
would be appreciated. I have no manual as I purchased the car used 6 months ago. Lynne, I
would need a lot more information in order to offer any adviceâ€¦ What kind of vehicle, what
make and model Remote Car Starter, etc. Feel free to drop in with the vehicle if you are in our
area. I have a Nissan Sentra and I have had a Python car starter installed since I bought the car.
Recently for no reason, the car starter stopped working, so response what so ever. I can lock
and unlock the car, as well as pop the trunk from the key chain, but the car will not start. I found
a small black button with a red light behind the coin drawer where the fuses are and held it in to
possibly reset the valet mode. I had bought and had the car starter installed by Circuit City, but
they have gone out of business so the warranty is no good. Tamara, I suspect that your remote
starter is in Valet mode. I would use Google to try to determine the proper method of getting the
Python Remote Car Starter out of valet mode. Thanks for posting. Hi, Mitch. I have a Ford
Explorer , with a Viper When I remote start the truck it starts, one minute after it stops and re
starts again, stops one minute later and remains stopped. When I check the starter code error it
give me 9 flashes, which means battery. The starter is programmed in virtual tach mode not
battery. Should I feed the starter with an individual cable from battery? Marcelo, Unfortunately,
we do not offer any kind of specific installation advice on this website. I would contact the
manufacturer directly with your question. This has happened twice. Started car with remote
start, got into car and dash board lights go on side mirrors that were pulled in wont go out radio
not working. Rosalia, You really are going to need to take this to a professional. Preferably the
same folks that installed your starter. There is a lot going on there and it is likely a programming
issue but no way to tell for sure. Hello, Recently I had to get a new key made and programmed
for my Nissan Altima bc the mechanic lost the old one. The car starts with the key but with the
remote it just cranks, never turning over. You should go back to the original installer and have
them reprogram it. This is something that might incur a fee depending on the situation. I have a
Chrysler m with a Astro remote starter All was well until I had to put oil in itâ€¦â€¦The car started
up for about seconds and this happened twice. Did something accidently get switched in
codes??! Because all was well even after the oil change up until this moment when the car was
parked for about an hour. Very tough to diagnose without seeing it, but I suspect that the
transponder bypass has lost programmingâ€¦ When it makes too many failed attempts, it locks
out for a period of time. Please take it to an authorized Astrostart dealer and explain your
situation. I have the issue where when I press the buttons, nothing responds. The remote just

flickers green and red simultaneously. It will not Unlock or Lock my car doors. When I hold the
VEH button it shows that it is cnnected to the car but the other buttons will not respond. Help
would be appreciated. Richie, I wish that I could be of help, but that is not a brand that we sell or
are familiar with. I wish you luck. I have read a lot of information online regarding disabeling
valet mode and find that I have an unusual remote device. I had my car serviced in April and just
noticed that my remote starter is not working. The do-it-urself videos on you tube are great if
you have four hands and a tool box to die for. Google the company and see if their tech
department can tell you how to get it out of that mode. My autostart does not work at all
anymore, however the lock and unlock functions still work sort of. They do lock and unlock the
doors, but when I hit lock, the horn no longer blasts with it. Kahlin, If you read the article, you
would find that your vehicle likely is in valet mode. Follow the instructions supplied by the
manufacturer to get it out of valet mode. If I grounded the hood pin switch wire should it work? I
have a compustar one. Not sure the model number. None of the bottoms work
lock,unlock,trunk,start. Since a hood pin for a remote starter is a safety device, we would not be
able to offer you any advice on how to bypass it. The good news: A hood pin is not expensive to
replace. Do to any reputable installer and they should be able to repair this for you for a very
reasonable price. I think the remote starter in my car is killing my battery when the car is off. I
bought the car in , it is a Pontiac grandam. Chares, if you suspect that it has something to do
with the starter, I would recommend that you take it to a reputable installer in your area for
troubleshooting. They should be able to determine if the remote starter is causing any type of
current draw on your system. Over the past few months, when I press to start, the engine turns
over starter engages , but does not start. Have you run across this one? I have a chevy impala
with a artic start 2 way remote start,when I press my remote to start the vehicle I get a steady
red led flashing on the remote,it wont allow me to unlock or lock the doors either,any
suggestions? Plz help. Great web site, to bad I live over miles away or I would visit your shop. I
do have a problem though. After doing this, the remote works perfectly â€” but once you lock
the vehicle and wait for about five minutes the remote ceases to work until you start the whole
process again of unlocking the vehicle from the driver side door. What gives? I would
appreciate your insight. I wish I could help, but it really could be anywhere. Possibly a problem
inside the remote starter itself. There is not an easy answer to that and we would need to look at
the vehicle to determine anything. We would be happy to troubleshoot it for you if you live in
our area, or we would recommend that you call a quality facility in your market. Hi, I recently
had my Subaru into the dealer for some engine work. I have a Compustar Pro G4 starter in my
car. It will start the car but the car immediately shuts off. This only happens after the car has
been sitting for a few hours. I plan to take it back to the dealer to have them fix whatever the
problem is, i just want to have an idea of the issue before i go back in. Were you able to resolve
your issue? I have Pontiac Grand Prix 99 bought a year ago. The last owner has installed
auto-start in it and was working fine. But, I broke the case of remote and other remote seems
like not working. Can you please suggest any diagnostic or solutions. I would recommend that
you contact the manufacturer of the remote starter and find out about replacing the remotes. Hi
I have two remotes for my car and last last night my main remote worked fine but this morning
when I went to unlock it nothing happened I also tried starting it with remote and nothing. I
bought from Visions should I just take it there since its still under warranty? Hi, Last year I
bought a car with a compustar remote start that uses a R one way remote, this has been
working without problem other than randomly when pressing the unlock button the alarm will
go off. To my surprise it works too well because now this remote is controlling both cars at the
same time, as in if I press the remote start button both vehicles will start. Thinking it was
because both vehicles were next to each other when I did the programming, I took the new
vehicle on a drive and then tried the programming again, but when I came back it was still
controlling both vehicles. The primary remote for the first car does not control the 2nd vehicle.
Do you know how I can make the spare remote forget the first car? Typically, there are 4
programming spots for remotes in memory. If I am understanding you correctly, I would
recommend that you use one of the remote to fill up all 4 spots on one car and the use the other
remote to fill up the 4 spots on the other car. Help, 09 Accord Compustar, doors lock and
unlock. No trunk and no start. Tried unhooking neg. Dealer that installed it is also gone. Trunk
has not worked for a long time. The blue LED that always blinking in the car on the receiver is
not. Is there a way to reset it or make it work again. It was in the parking for a while. It is
possible that the unit is simply stuck in Valet mode. Find out what model you have and then
Google how you put it in and out of valet mode. I hope this gets you started. Woody, As with
many of my answers to these questions, you really need to find a quality local facility that can
troubleshoot and diagnose your issue. No one can figure it out. It will start, however when I go
out start it manually. I tried to contact the place that installed it but I think they thought I was

nuts. Thanks for any feedback! Wowâ€¦ that is a strange oneâ€¦ I have run into that and
interestingly enough, replacing the battery is usually the solution. No response from the locks
either. So, I started the car manually, turned off the car, 4 ways still flashing 30 minutes later.
Any thoughts? Will, it is possible that there is some interaction with the factory security system.
If that happens again, try hitting unlock on your factory remote control. That will typically
disengage the factory security. Let me know if that solves your issue. Thanks for the excellent
post. Unfortunately the remote start button only makes the vehicle beep twice. Hi Mitch, I came
across your topic and it helped me last time when my remote starter went into valet mode. My
lock and unlock buttons works fine but without flash light which means that yes car is in valet
mode. I noticed one more thing, there is one small valet switch installed on the front window
just near the reae mirror and usually it flashes blue light but this time its doing nothing. Could
you please help me in getting my car out of valet mode I really need my remote starter to work
in this horrible winters in Alberta. Please help.! Thanks, Amish. I have a Silverado. I recently had
my remote starter taken out of my Tahoe and installed in the Silverado. It has been in the Tahoe
for over 5 years. It worked just fine the last time I used it, but it has been since spring. I put the
key in the ignition and put the truck in gear. Put it back in park and take the key out and my
truck is still running. I have to pull the fuel pump fuse to kill the truck. I have to disconnect the
battery and reconnect it to get everything working properly again. My installer, who installed it
originally on my Tahoe think that the relays might be hanging up and I have to replace my
remote starter. While it is possible that your original installer is correct, I believe a more likely
scenario is improper installation. Have the person who installed it on this vehicle check it out.
Sorry, but I have no idea on this one. We do not offer that brand. Call the shop that originally
installed the unit or the place where you bought the remote from and see if they can offer any
advice. I got a remote starter installed on my van 3 months ago. It was working fine until last
week that I took off the battery of the van. It works pretty good during the day but would not
work early morning when I need it most. The van starts fine with the keys at all times of the day.
Any idea of what the problem is? Lola, that is very odd. Try reprogramming the remote to the
system. First you will need to find out what make and model starter it is and then you will need
to contact the manufacturer or the original installer to get programming instructions for the
remote. I cannot promise that this will solve your issue as you state that it does work
sometimeâ€¦ It really is very odd. All the doors unlock then the trunk opens. Which is a pain
when I only want to get into the trunk and have to remember to relock the doors. The installer
says this normal for compustar. Is that correct? In the manual it says there is another option to
have it lock when I press the brake and put it in gear the first time. So I went back to the installer
and he set the correct option for the trunk. The option for automatic door locks was off so he
set to the right option to use the brake instead of the tach rpms. Any idea what I screwed up.
Everything is working lock, unlock, start, stop, trunk and timer, just not the automatic door
locks. I have a 1wshr remote car stater. Everything works fine but the trunk does not unlock.
When i push the unlock button it unlocks all the doors instead. Colinâ€¦ I am not sure what the
issue is. If pressing the unlock button does indeed unlock the doors, I would say that your
system is working properly. I just wanted to say thank you for the awesome article!! I think my
problem is with the hood pin and will be looking at it later today! Fingers crossed! My trunk
wont open when pressing and holding the trunk button On OEM key fob or Compstar remote
while the car is remote started! Help please? The power trunk release is disabled when the car
is running. I mostly agree with Tom, but with one important difference. It is very common for a
factory keyless entry system to shut down when the car is running. So it makes sense that your
factory remote is not working when you remote start it. However, the Compustar remote should
bypass this and function when the vehicle is running. Ethan, what you are describing is odd. It
is possible that it was never hooked up. Many times, this is an optional hookup and many not
have been wired in during installationâ€¦. If I recall, 2 minutes is the shortest run time for
Astrostart. It is likely that the runtime somehow got switched and just needs to be put back to
something more acceptable like 18 minutes. Call the manufacturer and find out how to change
the runtime on your model. Should be an easy fix. I have a compustar pro, worked when I
bought the car,but was seldom used, now when I try to start the car,it trys about 4 times to start
then quits, motor turns over but will not start, lights come on and everthing else is normal but
will not start, mitsubishi eclipse. John, that could be any of a number of things, many of which
would not be a major issue Though a few could be â€¦ I would recommend that you go to
Compustar. Call them and make an appointment for a diagnostic. I wish I could be of more help,
but this is beyond the scope of a quick email or comment. First of all, this is a really great article
thank you. I wanted to ask about my remote start. My car used to say started for 15 minutes but
now it only stays on for about one minute I believe I noticed the change after I got a new remote
start controller. I would Google how to change the run-time on your specific model. It might be

very simple to fix. We do not carry the Valet remote car starter. I would recommend you check
with your installer or call the manufacturer directly. I recently bought a car with a prestige aps
and the light on the keyfob will not stop blinking. The buttons arent stuck and seem to click fine.
I then went to unlock my car at door and the alarm went off and I am unable to shut it off. It now
wont let the car start. Please help asap it would be much appriciated. Worked fine the first day
on Monday. Tuesday I went to start my car and I saw the lights turn on and fade off. I tried
againâ€¦same deal lights on and then off. I went outside to manually start it and the car would
not turn over but my lights and radio would turn on. I had to call for a boost. My car started fine
at work. After work I made sure my parking plug was working. Wednesday, same thing
happened all over again. I decided it must be my old battery so I purchased a new one. Friday
the car started perfectly. Sunday today , my car would not start again so I tried to turn it on
manually. It almost turned over. I tried again three more times and nothing. I called my father in
law and 30minutes later he arrived only to turn on the car as if nothing happened. He took the
car to make sure my block heater is working and it is. I have a feeling it is the car starter. I would
love to hear your thoughts! The problem very likely has to do with the Passlock bypass that
would have needed to be installed with your remote starter. You need to go back to your
installer and have them troubleshoot your installation. Not a guarantee that this is the issues,
but based on your description, it is where I would start. Mitch, I have a Ford Bronco and a
remote starter was recently installed in it. Eventually I must have hit something right for it to
turn off but the alarm went off for about four-five minutes. Hard to say on this without more
information. You say that you recently had it installed. I would talk with the installer and see if
they have any thoughts on this. It is possible that the disarm was not wired in properly. I have a
set of compustar remote car starter installed into my Toyota RAV4. I used one more than the
other quite a bit so I believe the batteries died. I replaced them but I still have the same problem,
will not unlock or lock doors or start vehicle. My second remote that I have not used much still
works fine unlocking, locking starting etc. Do I need to somehow re-sync the remote that had
the dead? I should add that I have attempted to get in contact with the shop that installed it.
However they are out of business now as it was bout 3 years ago. Evan, It is possible that the
remotes just need to be reprogrammed. Other than that, I would suggest locating a good
Compustar dealer and having them do a diagnostic. I have a Polar Start Mod:ps Dated The unit
will not start the vehicle but the lights flash 15 times and nothing happens, The door locks open
and close as normal. I went under the dash found the unit and pushed the reset button, still the
same. The guy at the install shop said that the lights flashing 15 time is a code, Is this true. He
said that code would tell what button or spot to check. Any help would be great. Thanks EARL.
Very tough to diagnose that without taking a look at the vehicle. It could be any of a number of
things. I would highly recommend that you find a Compustar dealer close to you and set up a
troubleshooting appointment. It is likely that the unit or bypass module needs to be
reprogrammed. That will need to be done at a dealer. Hi I have a nissan rogue with a compustar
remote start in it. The car also has an intelligent key. If I get in the car and start the car with the
key it works just fine but if I start the car with the remote stater and then turn the key to the run
position when I hit the break I get a message in my dash that says intelligent key system error
any idean what that could be thanks alot. That is tough to diagnose without seeing it. I would
definitely discuss this with your installer. Different installers will chose different locations. If
you cannot find it, I would call your installer and have them advise you as to where they put it. I
just put a new battery in my chev impala, now my remote car starter does not want to work. How
can i fix this. You likely just need to reprogram the remotes, the module or the bypass. You
would want to consult your manual or your installer to determine how to do this. Best of luck! I
do not have a manual for my cool start remote starterâ€¦I had it installe in November of â€¦. I lost
the remote 6 months ago,so I went back to where I bought it and they were more than happy to
replace it. It worked well for about 2 weeks,now it doesnt workâ€¦I do not know how to reset
itâ€¦. I have tried different combinations of button pushing but nothing works. This is not a
brand we offer. Please consult with the folks that sold you the remote starter and replacement
remote. Best of Luck. It always worked great, but last fall after a couple days of heavy rain and
finding a windshield leak on the pass side, both the remote start and keyless entry stopped
working. I found the modules under the dash on the driver side and everything is dry. Any
suggestions on what I could try, or where to find resetting instructions online? Thanks for any
input. Mike, That is a tough one. If the problem started when the leak occurred, I suspect that
the modules got wet. Not much you are going to do to fix that if I am correct. Hi Put a new
battery in minivan. After doing that, now my remote starter will turn the vans engine on, but the
heater does not come on. Could this be because of the battery in van being changed? I am at a
loss as the place who installed the remote starter it is no longer there. Depending on the model,
it may have lost programming. I would find a dealer in your area that offers that brand and

consult with them. Hello, I have a 91 chev Sprint just installed a Varad vs system. However if the
vehicle is shut off for more than 20min. I have verified that the fuel pump is not cycling. The
vehicle is to old to have its own security system to shut off the pump. Any ideas would be great!
Thanks for your time. Mike, We are unable to offer technical assistance for installation related
issues. We recommend that you contact the manufacturer. I cant find what make it is either. I
looked under the dash and it just says the fcc numbers. I found 3 inline fuses and they all
looked good. Nothing shows up on the screen at all. No door chime, no dings about the seat
belt, and the radio is dead â€” no lights, no nothing. I have an Ultra Remote starter and just
recently my parking lights and brake lights dont flash anymore when i start the car with
remoteâ€¦ it starts fine and the interior lights come on like normal when it starts, but the
exteriors do notâ€¦ any ideas.. Thank you so much! I have been trying to figure this out for a
while. Turns out it was the ground wire to the safety switch. I had no idea that it had a safety
switch, thought it was just for the hood lamp. Thanks again! The FOB lights up correctly when
the button is pressed, and there is a clicking noise that occurs somewhere in the steering
column but the truck does not start. Any ideas on what this is all about? Hi Mitch â€” I have a 4
channel pusuit series remote starter on my Nissan titan. All works great, except that recently my
auto-headlight feature stopped working, lights stayed on and battery dies. Ive checked every
fuse, switched the passenger and driver side door pins, checked connections at the remote
starter, and cant find anything â€” Any suggestions??? This stinks â€” In Chicago with dead
battery 3 days in a row with degree weather before I realized the issue. Best, Jerry. There are
any number of things that could be causing your issue. This is definitely something that you
would want to take to a professional, particularly one that installs that brandâ€¦ Best of Luck. I
have a avalanche pickup with a Valet T Remote start. If you press the lock button 3 times the
trucks parking light would come on and the truck would stop. Today I tried it and it would not
start. The parking lights would quickly flash but no start. I checked the fuses and they are fine
and the module is getting power. That is not a brand that we offer. I would check with the facility
that installed it. If that is not possible, I would contact the manufacturer. Hi Mitch! Please help!
Im away in Europe and unable to turn my ignition all the way upâ€¦! My original remote does
close and open the car with lights and sound ok. After little, very little! This is a Chevy Blazer
with an aftermarket Premier remote start system dealer installed. Thanks a mil for any advice.
Tough to say for sure but try turning the steering wheel had to the left or right while turning the
key. Thanks for this great site. Everything seems to be working OK, but when I remote start the
car, the Honda alarm is triggered and activated the horn alarm. I have made sure that the Honda
is alarm is off when leaving the vehicle. Does the Compustar system have to be disarmed when
doing a remote start? Thanks, Manny. I would recommend contacting your installer about
thisâ€¦ It may be a programming or perhaps a wiring issueâ€¦. I finally did get to the installer
today and a programming change was needed. I dropped my remote that starts my car along
with locking and unlocking the car. The remote was flashing so i just unlocked the car with my
key and the alarm started going off and the car wont start. I have no idea what to doâ€¦. If it is an
aftermarket alarm that is sounding, you should check for the override switch and follow the
procedure to override the security system. Hi Mitch, I am the second owner of a Toyota Corolla.
My auto start has a slight problem. No hazard light flashes when the start button is pressed but
the green light on the remote starter flashes when start button is pressed. How can I fix this
problem? Tough to say without more information.. Type of unit, etc. Best advice is to check with
your installer. Sounds like it is valet mode though.. I have a ridiculous issue. I dropped my
remote at the store today, and the case opened enough for the little pin that holds the keychain
to the remote to fall out. Is there a way to open it without breaking it? Today I went and started
my car like normal using my arctic start 2wfmr. No problem. I get home and try to lock the doors
and I have no signal on the remote. I got a aftermarket remote starter put on my Chrysler about
two years ago. A few days after I noticed the radio acting funny. Also only some of the radio
controls on both the panel and the steering wheel work. Could this be from the installation not
having the wires put back in place properly? When I use the remote start I can see the radio
light up like normal for a second then flash off to black. I recentky bought a chrysler sebring
sedan LX, and it has an AstroStart remote starter in it. Model UU. I lost they keys and had to
have a dealership replace the master key after they couldnt tell if it was a chipped key. They
unlocks the doors but when its I the iggnition it wont turn over at all. The remote start works but
the key wont turn over to get it out of park. Mechanic claims this key should start it but wont.
Any clue how to fix? Following some basic work done on the steering wheel at the dodge
dealer, the remote starter stopped working. It starts and then dies after a second. The truck then
starts and dies over and over. Could the dodge dealer have caused this? Memory flash? Can I
reset it? Have you got a simple fix for this? I have a Toyota Highlander with the Protx6 fccid:
elvatdb remote starter. I recently changed the battery of the carâ€¦and the remote starter was

working fine for a few weeks. Please help!! When I remote start my car the doors automatically
lock after about 15 minutes. How do I change this? Theresa, this is likely a programming issue.
Find the brand of the remote starter and google it. Contact the manufacturer and let them know
what your situation is. I suspect it will be an easy fix. Got an Astrostart auto starter. Installed it
myself. The car is a 98 jetta volkswagon, automatic. The unit will go through the sequence to
start, crank the engine for 0. It will try the programmed 3 times, and then quit. Sometimes the
car starts on the first attempt. But other times it goes through all 3 tries and shuts down. When
it fails on all 3 tries, the controller is flashing the LED at 10 pulse counts. Which means. Remote
start failed after three attempts. Note: If the engine starts, then immediately stops for no
apparent reason during a start cycle, it may be that the vehicle is equipped with an
immobilization system Anti-start. Make sure this system is correctly interfaced. The VW alarm is
not an issue. The 2 main 12V feeds to this controller are wired directly to the battery. Since this
all stared, I have gotten a tune up and new battery. Which made no difference to the situation at
hand. Since the tune up, the car starts the same when using the key. This is a good running car.
It always starts when using the key. I can not program in the crank cycle time on this controller.
The big thing is, it only cranks for 0. I would have thought at least 2 or 3 seconds. My wife
purchased a Pontiac grand am with a astrostart remote starter. It only runs for about 1 minute
and shuts off. Any suggestions to fix the problem. It has been almost 10 years since we worked
with Astrostart so I would not know specifically how to fix it. It is likely that this is just a
programming issue. I would call the manufacturer or the nearest Astrostart dealer and see if
they can help. I have a Prestige remote starter not a Compustar. Hope you can still help. It
worked this morning when I left for work, then two hours later when I went out to my car,
nothing. Someone told me I may have hit a button by mistake. I have read that I need to find the
valet button. What is that and where is that? No instructions came with this car only two
transmitters. It does indeed sound like you have your starter in valet mod.. Unfortunately, you
will need to check with the manufacturer. I wish I could have been of better help. I have a
command start no model on the fob. The red light on fob flashes none stop. I have to take
battery out of fob to shut off the light. A friend put it in about 2 years ago now he moved away.
All buttons on fob are not stuck. I was driving along and the fob started chirping. Assuming a
low or dying battery I took the battery out. What Gives? Sirs, I am at a dead end. I bought my
Wife a Sable and I tried every thing. So I went to a few places that installs these remote starters.
I was told that I had to buy a complete new set up. I told them the car was setting for two years. I
put a brand new battery in it. I am an older Man and not to hip with eletronics. I dont know if
they are taking advantage of me?? I put a new car battery in and new batterys in the remotes.
THAT remote works good. Also there is the remote almost like the one I just talked about but IT
has a thing sticking out of the top. Any infomation will be helpfull. Thank You from the NH
Seacoast. Tommy PS Its 24 degrees and I hope you can help me. I have a Prestige APS , when I
remote start it the blower motor does not come on until I put the key in the ignition ans turn to
run. It sounds to me like there was a mistake made during installation or you have a blown fuse.
Check with your installer. It should be something they can fix for you. I got a Compustar remote
start installed and it works but my alarm no longer works. The panic alarm works and it
recognizes when I have doors open when I try to arm it. The installer said he has never came
across this and the dealership says that aftermarket remote starters do no work with PATS
without compromising the alarm system. I thought that PATS was a separate system than the
alarm that I have to set and sounds off when there is a forced entry. Assuming that a quality
system is installed properly, there is no reason why your security would not function after
installationâ€¦ I wish I had a better answer. Awesome to see this thread alive after so long.
Purchased the car in august. About a month later, i get the key fob. I press go, the parking lights
flashâ€¦.. Jones, I wish I could help you but this would be tough to do without seeing it, esp
since it is a manual transmission. When I try to lock my truck.. Any ideas on what I need to do
next? Is maybe an issue with the installation??? Hi i have recently started my truck with the pro
start remote and then inserted ignition key and drove away. I then used the remote to keep the
truck running then came back and inserted the key again then drove again. Once at my
destination i had shut off vehicle and twenty minutes later i returned to start it and drive away
only to discover that it would not start with either the key or the remote. After trying a few things
i had left it and returned back to it a few hours later and it had then started. I have now put a
new pro start in and it now has done the same thing. Any ideas where i should look? I changed
the battery but it still happens. DO you have any idea what it could be. I had it installed by future
shop nov My neighbor stopped my Avlon by using some remote control device. I know he could
have halted many areas. Is there anyway I can protect my self against this? I was facing him
directly when this occured. Hi Mitchell, I have a nissan titan that turns over with remote but will
not start. Starts fine with key. Also when started with key and then remote button pressed, key

can be removed with vehecle still running as it should. Is it the throttle set too low ir air sensor?
Thank you,. I have a crimestopper remote starter on my Chrysler M when temperature gets
down to 10 degrees it will not start and keep running my car. Have replaced battery and had
starter and alternator checked. The car starts fine with the key,only not using the starter. I have
taken it back to dealer who installed numerous times they always blame it on car??? Command
start malfunction. Push button to start, would start then shut down. Having trouble for some
time so removed batteries from starter fob. We can be driving and all of a sudden the truck will
shut right down, lights on dash blinking, you can hear a clicking sound under dash on
passenger side. Starts o. Has been like this since command start acted up it seems. When I
push the start button the car starts. Then the car starts and runs for about 15 seconds then
shuts off. Any suggestion? Is there a switch that may have shutdown automatically for safety
when the vehicles hood was opened? If you or any of your readers know anything that could
help I would really appreciate it. My battery had gone flat overnight due to my stupidity leaving
the dome light on,,,,,result the remote starter on my keychain does not start my Honda
Ridgeline,,,,,however it will lock and unlock the doors,,,,,Thanks, Dave. I have a mars omega
alarm and the valet switch is not flashing ,and the alarm is not letting me use the car starter ,the
alarm arms when I lock the car manually but does not work to lock and unlock the car by
handheld device. Hi Mitch, Until this morning the auto start worked fine. I have a 06 F with an
autostart as I have researched this issue and found that means the unit is in manual mode,
however I have an automatic transmission. Any idea how to reset to auto? Thanks, Ed. Wen I
start my car it start. I have an 09 challenger 3. I feel like I might have a bad connection with the
ignition wire or starter wire from the remote start to the vehicle what do you feel could be the
problem? Hi ,I have a valet t remote ,still works but have to press the bottoms really hard
tomake it work and be at close range ,is thtis normal with time and get a replacement remote
unit would do or anything else I can do to make it work better? I have a Compustar remote. I
changed the battery in the remote. What is wrong?? I want to just program a remote start
remote to my car touring.. N how can I? I have a 94 blazer with an astrostart, when I hit any
button on my for it sends me back the negative response. But the starter unit under the dash
makes a double click. It does this for start, lock, and unlock functions. When I push my start
button to remote start my jeep, it starts up and everything by remote. But after seconds go by,
the engine shits off. What is the problem? All the other buttons seem to work fine on the remote
except for the starter. Can you help me? Your question might be answered by sellers,
manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are posting in
the form of a question. Please enter a question. Skip to main content. You can return the item
for any reason in new and unused condition: no shipping charges Learn more about free
returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders and start the return Select the return method
Ship it! FREE delivery: Get free shipping. Free day shipping within the U. Prices may vary for AK
and HI. Fastest delivery: Thursday, Feb 25 Order within 7 hrs and 59 mins Details. In Stock. Add
to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security
and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information during transmission.
Learn more. Ships from. Sold by. Car Stereo Radio Wiring H Add a gift receipt for easy returns.
Brand: RDBS. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. These
items are shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show details. Sold by RenDian and ships
from Amazon Fulfillment. Ships from and sold by Amazon. More items to explore. Page 1 of 1
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filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. The second red wire
attaches to the red wire of harness and all works fine. Check youtube, only had 1 video
explaining this and it doesn't explain it very well. Images in this review. Just what I needed.
Works great. Hook red to yellow for constant power. The quality of the connector wires and pin
retention are great. But it is not pinned correctly for a cobalt and is advertised to work with this
year and model. I had to re pin the connector. Also it dose not have a 12v on for the radio. I had
to run a separate key on wire to turn the radio on. Not a bad purchase though plugs right in to
the factory plug with no issues. Awesome that their labeled on each wire saves alot of time and
paper, but their all in the wrong spots so that kinda negates the time saved Gotta find a wiring
diagram now One person found this helpful. I recommend an adapter harness over splicing into

OEM harness. But this harness was not plug and play for my 05' Chevy Colorado. I had to do a
lot of research to be able to make this harness work. Some of the pin did not match the new 7"
double din, so some wire placement chasing necessary. Also, about 4 or 5 wires not needed FYI
, but that may be common. See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. The harness fit
very well in my Chevrolet Equinox has they said but the the wires contacts doest link with the
stereo car wires. I not recomend it at least you want to lost time and money. Report abuse. The
antenna adapter also doesn't ground the shielding on the antenna line. Look elsewhere. It
worked, but had to relocate pins orientations did not work with original orientations Wiring
harness is great. Antenna adapter doesn't work properly. Will not tune in radio stations.
Plugged right in worked good. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Pages with related
products. See and discover other items: GMC Stereos , chevy malibu stereo , chevrolet impala
accessories , hummer
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